Abstract

The rapid progression of network technology and vibrant market demand constrains enterprises to collaborate and interact with their business partners in a coordinated and
well-organized fashion. The demand also extends to have a secure atmosphere to share and integrate information such as data, service logics, etc. with their partners to achieve their target goals. Integrating service logics from diverse enterprises is not an easy task. It requires developers to understand the business logic entirely and in more important, there should be a system to confine the enterprises to access the shared resources as stated in the Service Level Agreement. There is no standard model to carry out these necessities. The model proposed in this paper integrates the service logics dynamically without breaching SLA. Here Enterprise Service Bus (ESB) is employed to share the resources between the organizations. Source control management system in the model facilitates enterprises to carve up the resources as stated by the SLA. Integration layer integrates the service logics dynamically though the dedicated matching module, Functionality Analyzer and BPEL engine. This allows enterprises to expose and integrate the service logics flexibly and reliably.
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